YEAR 6 NEWSLETTER
WEEK BEGINNING:
This week in Year 6…
6BSC
We have been exploring a massive topic from the 2000’s – APPS. We
have learnt about the history of apps (did you know that Snake was the
first ‘app’ ever created, way back in 1998 and there are currently 1.6
millions apps on the Android Store?!) Once we had gained an
understanding about the history, we identified our target audience,
conducted some market research and designed our own app. Also, in Art
– we have been studying the 2000’s painter – Banksy, understanding the
reasons why he has created the art he has done and replicating it our
self, using stencils on top of a brick background. On Friday, we started
our new English topic on author Robert Louis Stevenson – famous for
writing Treasure Island.
6LDK
We have started our new English topic on Mary Shelley – the author of
Frankenstein. We have started looking at Victorian England and the
slums in and around London to really set the scene for the story. We
have also written some poems about nature. In topic, we have studied
current affairs in the 1990’s and watched news clips from this era. To top
the week off we visited the REP in Birmingham on Friday for a drama
visit.
6DMC
We have started our new English topic about author Charlotte Bronte.
We are focusing on the book Jane Eyre. In Maths we have started a project about aid relief and have studied some natural disasters, exploring
the speeds and distances that tsunamis travel. In Science we’ve looked
at circulation and healthy bodies. On Friday, along with 6LDK, to the REP
in Birmingham.
6RBO
Our English author is Oscar Wilde and we’ve been doing some
background into his history and some of his works. We’ve started a
project on Theme Parks, budgeting and building them within a certain
cost. We’ve also used our knowledge of 2D and 3D shapes to create
some art based on the work of Kandinsky.
6SPA
Like 6RBO, we’ve been doing the Theme Park project in Maths but have
added an English side to it by creating brochures to attract visitors.
We’ve also created some art in the style of Monet. In addition to this,
and in preparation for our assembly next week, we have been learning
about good samaritans, both from the Bible and real life examples. We
have come together as a class to rehearse this ready to perform next
week.
6CFE
We’ve had a Science week in Mrs. Fellows’ class, looking at evolution
and our bodies. We have researched Charles Darwin as well as looked at
how we can be healthy and follow a balanced diet.

Reminder
Transition days Wednesday 12th July and
Thursday 13th July

